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BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Low brain tissue perfusion due to abnormal venous drainage is thought to be a central mechanism of brain damage in SWS. Here, HR-PWI was used to quantify WM perfusion abnormalities and to correlate these with brain atrophy and clinical variables.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: Fourteen children (age range, 0.8–10.0 years) with unilateral SWS underwent MR imaging examinations, including HR-PWI. rCBV, rCBF, and MTT in the affected WM and in contralateral homotopic WM were measured. AI for each perfusion parameter was correlated with age, brain atrophy, and motor and seizure variables as well as IQ.

RESULTS: Increased perfusion was seen in the affected hemisphere in 5 children and decreased perfusion in 9 children. Brain atrophy was more severe in the low-perfusion group (P = .01) and was related to both CBF-AI and CBV-AI (r = −0.69, P = .007; r = −0.64, P = .014, respectively). Older children had lower CBV values on the affected side (r = −0.62, P = .02). Longer duration of epilepsy was related to lower CBF (more negative CBF-AI, r = −0.58, P = .03) and low CBV (r = −0.55, P = .04) on the affected side. Lower perfusion was associated with more frequent seizures (rCBF-AI: r = −0.56, P = .04; rCBV-AI: r = −0.63, P = .02).

CONCLUSIONS: Increased perfusion in the affected cerebral WM may indicate an early stage of SWS without severe brain atrophy. Decreased perfusion is associated with frequent seizures, long duration of epilepsy, and brain atrophy.

ABBREVIATIONS: AI = asymmetry index; Al = calculated asymmetry index; Alh = hemispheric perfusion parameter; Aex = age at MR examination; Aag = age at first seizure; BA = brain atrophy; CBF = cerebral blood flow; CBV = cerebral blood volume; Cont = contralateral (to angioma); HR-PWI = high-resolution perfusion-weighted imaging; Ipsi = ipsilateral; IQ = intelligence quotient; MTT = mean transit time; PET = positron-emission tomography; PHT = phenytoin; PWI = perfusion-weighted imaging; rCBF = relative cerebral blood flow; rCBV = relative cerebral blood volume; rHP = relative high perfusion; rLP = relative low perfusion; rMTT = relative mean transit time; ROI = region of interest; SPECT = single-photon emission CT; SPIN = Signal intensity Process in Neuroimaging; SWS = Sturge-Weber syndrome; T1WI = T1-weighted imaging; T2WI = T2-weighted imaging; WM = white matter

A sporadic neurocutaneous disorder, SWS is classically characterized by a facial port-wine stain in the trigeminal nerve distribution, a leptomeningeal angioma, and ocular abnormalities. Progressive neurologic symptoms, including seizures, visual field defects, and hemiparesis, are often present in children with SWS and are probably the result of hypoxia-induced cortical injury. In contrast to the prominent pathologic abnormalities in the cortex, including astroglisisis, atrophy, and perivascular calcifications, the WM shows relatively less structural abnormality on conventional MR imaging. Nevertheless, recent MR studies have recognized that structural changes in WM may play a major role in the clinical manifestations of SWS, such as cognitive impairment.

Abnormal cortical drainage and venous stasis result from an anomalous venous plexus over the cerebral surface in patients with SWS, leading to impaired cortical perfusion and ischemia, further aggravated by repetitive and progressively worsening seizures. Nevertheless, it is unclear whether abnormal blood perfusion in the affected WM directly contributes to the clinical features of SWS. Previous functional neuroimaging, such as PET and SPECT studies have found that blood flow deficit in the affected cortical regions was common in SWS, probably contributing to neurologic impairment. Recent dynamic contrast-enhanced MR PWI studies also have shown similar results. In addition, a few patients have been reported to show increased blood flow in the affected cortex as detected by PWI or SPECT. Those patients typically had recent seizure onset. However, little research has focused on the hemodynamics in WM and its relation to the clinical features of SWS. Here, we combined PWI and conventional MR imaging to quantify WM perfusion in a prospectively recruited group of children with unilateral SWS. Fur-
thermore, we paid particularly close attention to the correlation between perfusion parameters in WM and some putative impacting factors, including age, brain atrophy, and seizure variables, as well as the potential relation between WM perfusion status and motor as well as cognitive functions.

Materials and Methods

Subjects
In this study, data of 14 children (8 girls and 6 boys; age range, 0.8–10.0 years; median age, 4.0 years) with unilateral SWS were analyzed, selected from 45 children recruited prospectively for a clinical and neuroimaging study of children with SWS between 2003 and 2010. The present study was based on the following inclusion criteria: 1) diagnosis of SWS with unilateral brain involvement based on clinical and imaging features (conventional MR imaging as well as fluorodeoxyglucose PET, performed within 24 hours of the MR imaging studies) and 2) the availability of good quality PWI images. Patients were excluded if they had bilateral brain involvement, because an unaffected hemisphere must be present to make a meaningful comparison between sides on PWI. Of the 14 children, 13 had a history of seizures, and 7 suffered from hemiparesis of varying degrees and extent. Online Table 1 shows the clinical data, including Amr, A sz, average seizure frequency, duration of epilepsy, and full scale IQ score.

In addition, 10 healthy adults (5 men and 5 women; age range, 22–47 years; median age, 34 years) were recruited as controls to establish normal perfusion parameter asymmetries between hemispheres. Exclusion criteria for this group included a history of a neurologic or psychiatric condition, head trauma with loss of consciousness for >5 minutes, a habit of drug or alcohol abuse, brain surgery, as well as focal hypertensivity in the brain on T2-weighted images. The study was approved by the Wayne State University Human Investigation Committee, and informed consent of the parent or legal guardian was obtained.

MR Imaging Protocol
All children with SWS underwent an MR imaging examination by using a Sonata 1.5T MR scanner (Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) with a standard head coil. Patients <7 years of age were sedated with pentobarbital (3 mg/kg) followed by fentanyl (1 μg/kg). The MR imaging protocol included an axial 3D gradient-echo T1-weighted acquisition (TR, 20 ms; TE, 5.6 ms; flip angle, 25°; and voxel size, 1.0 × 0.5 × 2.0 cm3), an axial T2-weighted turbo spin-echo acquisition (TR, 5020 ms; TE, 106 ms; voxel size, 1.0 × 1.0 × 6.0 cm3), susceptibility-weighted imaging, followed by dynamic contrast-enhanced HR-PWI and a postgadolinium T1-weighted acquisition (by using the same imaging parameters as the first T1-weighted acquisition) in all patients. The HR-PWI data were obtained using a 2D gradient-echo echo-planar sequence with TR, 2200 ms; TE, 98 ms; flip angle, 60°; and section thickness, 4 mm. The FOV was 256 × 256 mm and the matrix was 512 × 512. The scan was run 50 times. The contrast agent gadolinium-DTPA (Magnevist; Berlex, Wayne, New Jersey) was bolus injected via a peripheral vein on one of the hands by a power injector (Spectris MR injection system; Medrad, Warrendale, Pennsylvania) with a dose of 0.1 mmol/kg body weight at a rate of 2 ml/s. On PWI, a smaller voxel size of 0.5 × 0.5 × 4.0 mm3, compared with those published previously,10–12 was obtained to improve the ability of detecting subtle structures in cerebral parenchyma; therefore, the PWI method used here is termed HR. The 10 control subjects also underwent HR-PWI with the same protocol.

MR Data Processing

BA Estimation. All acquired datasets were transferred to a PC workstation for postprocessing by using SPIN software developed in-house.14,15 The affected hemisphere was defined according to characteristic findings including leptomeningeal angioma and/or transmedullary veins as well as enlarged venous plexus on the contrast enhanced T1WI. T2WI was used to measure the degree of BA because of its superior image contrast. Two neuroradiologists manually traced the areas of the affected hemisphere on T2WI in all selected sections (but a minimum of 3 consecutive sections) with vascular involvement as evidenced by contrast-enhanced T1WI. All sections showing involvement with abnormal vessels on contrast-enhanced T1WI were regarded as regions to be measured.

A hemispheric ROI was drawn along the surface of cortex and midline structures. The ROI included all cortex, WM, and ventricle in a hemisphere in a section. In the same way, contralateral hemispheric areas also were manually delineated in all affected sections. Moreover, the ipsilateral (affected) and contralateral hemispheric volumes were respectively obtained by calculating the sum of all affected sections. BA-AIs were calculated by formula 116:

\[ BA-AI = \frac{(\text{ipsilateral volume} - \text{contralateral volume})}{(\text{ipsilateral volume} + \text{contralateral volume})/2}. \]

PWI Analysis. A series of perfusion parameter maps were postprocessed from MR perfusion raw data based on tracer kinetic methods,17 including rCBV, rCBF, and MTT, in SPIN software. Among these indices, rCBF values more directly and specifically reflect the blood flow status in the brain tissue. As a result, the rCBF map was chosen for comparing the cerebral perfusion between the 2 (affected versus unaffected) hemispheres. rCBF, rCBV, and rMTT values in the affected WM, defined by the presence of abnormally enhancing vessels and/or leptomeningeal venous angiomatosis, and contralateral homotopic WM were manually measured by 2 neuroradiologists. Three ROIs, 20–40 voxels, were placed on every section in the affected and contralateral WM. On the CBF map, vessels and cortex are colored red and green, respectively, and WM is colored blue, allowing for accurate placement of ROIs over WM, while avoiding inclusion of vessels, cortex, and ventricle (Fig 1). Perfusion parameters were measured in all affected regions based on abnormal features on contrast-enhanced T1WI, including leptomeningeal angioma and/or dilated transmedullary veins, the very same features used to define involvement when calculating brain atrophy ratios as described above. The final values quoted were the mean of the measurements in all affected sections, yielding hemispheric perfusion parameter AI, calculated based on formula 2.

\[ CBF-AI = \frac{(\text{CBF} - \text{CBF})}{(\text{CBF} + \text{CBF})}, \]
\[ CBV-AI = \frac{(\text{CBV} - \text{CBV})}{(\text{CBV} + \text{CBV})}, \]
\[ MTT-AI = \frac{(\text{MTT} - \text{MTT})}{(\text{MTT} + \text{MTT})}. \]

CBF-AI, CBV-AI, and MTT-AI are the asymmetry indices of CBF, CBV, and MTT in SWS patients; CBF, CBV, and MTT indicate the CBF, CBV, and MTT values in WM ipsilateral to the angiomatosis; and CBFC, CBVC, and MTTC are the perfusion values in the contralateral hemisphere, measured in homotopic regions.

Among the control group, the same 3 perfusion parameters also were measured in bilateral frontal, parietal, temporal, and occipital WM. The ROIs were placed in deep frontal WM, posterior centrum...
The mean and SD of perfusion asymmetry indices (CBF-AIc, CBV-AIc, and MTT-AIc) were calculated, thus creating a reference to determine the perfusion contrast between hemispheres in SWS cases, according to formula 3:

$$
\text{CBF-AI}_{c} = \frac{(\text{CBFR} - \text{CBFL})}{((\text{CBFR} + \text{CBFL})/2),} \\
\text{CBV-AI}_{c} = \frac{(\text{CBVR} - \text{CBVL})}{((\text{CBVR} + \text{CBVL})/2),} \\
\text{MTT-AI}_{c} = \frac{(\text{MTTR} - \text{MTTL})}{((\text{MTTR} + \text{MTTL})/2).}
$$

CBF-AIc, CBV-AIc, and MTT-AIc are the asymmetry indices of CBF, CBV, and MTT between hemispheres in controls; CBFR, CBVR, and MTTR indicate the CBF, CBV, and MTT values in the right WM; and CBFL, CBVL, and MTL are the perfusion values in the left hemisphere, measured in homotopic regions.

Assessment of Cognitive Functions
All children received a comprehensive neuropsychologic assessment within 1 day of the MR imaging studies, administered by a pediatric neuropsychologist. Neuropsychological testing for global intellectual functioning (IQ) was performed in the morning, before sedation for imaging, by using previously detailed protocols in all children >18 months of age (n = 13).3,5

Seizure Frequency Score
Because seizure frequency could not be determined with exact accuracy, a seizure frequency score was calculated based on a scoring system proposed by Engel et al.18 We have used a simplified version of this scoring system according to a 5-point scale as follows: 1, ≤1 seizure per year; 2, 2–11 seizures per year; 3, 1–3 seizure(s) per month; 4, 1–6 seizure(s) per week; and 5: ≥1 seizure(s) per day.

Statistical Analysis
Reliability of measurements was first investigated with a desired correlation coefficient value of >0.9019 by single measure intraclass correlation after the rCBF, rCBV, rMTT, and BA-AI values had been measured twice by 2 neuroradiologists for all the subjects. Group comparisons of perfusion variables and AIs were performed by Mann-Whitney U-test by using SPSS (release 16.0; SPSS, Chicago, Illinois), due to the non-normality distribution occurring in part of the data. Relationships between these perfusion values and AIs were determined by nonparametric Spearman rank correlation. All statistical analyses were performed with a 0.05 level of significance.

Results
Intraclass and Interclass Reliability of Hemispheric Atrophy and Perfusion Measurements
The intraclass and interclass reliability of rCBF, rCBV, and rMTT in the SWS cases and controls and BA-AI values in the SWS subjects were beyond our target value of 0.90, varying from 0.93 to 0.98 and from 0.94 to 0.97, respectively.

Perfusion Asymmetries: High Perfusion and Low Perfusion in the Affected Hemisphere
Among the control group, the mean and SD of CBF-AI, CBV-AI, and MTT-AI was 0.004 ± 0.006, 0.009 ± 0.014, and 0.008 ± 0.008, respectively. A cutoff of 2 SDs above and below the mean for CBF-AI (0.008, −0.016; ie, <2% asymmetries in normal brain) was defined as the normal range. CBF-AI values falling outside this range for the SWS group were regarded as abnormal.

In the SWS group, CBF-AIc varied between −0.82 and +0.39, whereas CBV-AIc varied between −0.67 and +0.69. All CBF-AIc values were considerably outside the normal range (the smallest AI was −0.12, consistent with a 12% asymmetry), and patients were divided into 2 subgroups according to their CBF-AIc values: an rLP group (negative CBF-AIc, indicating abnormally low perfusion on the angioma side; n = 9; Fig 1) and an rHP group (positive CBF-AIc, increased perfusion on the angioma side; n = 5; Fig 2). Detailed results are listed in On-line Table 2. It should be noted that 4 of the 5 children with high perfusion had a history of seizures, but all 4
were free of clinical seizures for at least 4 months before the MR imaging scan.

BA-AI in the rLP group was significantly lower (mean, −0.15; ie, an average of 15% volume decrease) than in the rHP group (−0.04, P = .01), indicating more severe atrophy in the affected brain regions of the rLP group on the side affected by the venous angioma. In contrast, there was no significant difference in age (Amr) or IQ between the groups, though there was a moderate trend for lower age in the rHP group, compared with the age of children in the rLP group (mean age, 3.6 versus 5.3 years; Z = −1.41, P = .16).

**Correlation between Perfusion Status and Age, Atrophy, Hemiparesis, and IQ**

A significant negative correlation was found between the age at MR imaging examination and CBV value on the affected side (r = −0.62, P = .02). There was a trend toward a negative correlation with CBF-AI, (r = −0.50, P = .065). BA-AI values also demonstrated a significant positive correlation with CBF-AI, as well as CBV-AI, (r = 0.69, P = .007; r = 0.64, P = .014, respectively). Patients with hemiparesis (n = 7) had more severe brain atrophy AIs than those with no paresis (BA-AI = 0.17 ± 0.10 versus 0.05 ± 0.06, respectively); however, perfusion variables were not different between the 2 subgroups (P > .10 in all correlations). Also, there was no relation between perfusion values/asymmetries and IQ of children (P > .60 in all comparisons), though all 3 patients with IQ <70 (>2 SD below normal mean) had low CBF-AI values (ranging from −0.82 to −0.28).

**Relation between Perfusion Status and Seizure Variables**

Low CBF-AI values (r = −0.58, P = .03) and decreased ipsilateral CBV (r = −0.55, P = .04) were found to correlate with a longer duration of epilepsy. No significant correlation was found between MTTs, MTT-AIs, and duration of epilepsy. Both rCBF and rCBV asymmetries (but not MTT parameters) also showed an inverse correlation with seizure frequency scores (r = −0.56, P = .04 and r = −0.63, P = .02, respectively). Duration of epilepsy and seizure frequency did not correlate with each other (P = .60). Amr did not correlate with any perfusion parameter (P > .2 in all correlations).

**Discussion**

Our study provides a new perspective on quantitative relationships among brain WM perfusion, brain atrophy, and seizure severity in patients with SWS. Specifically, we demonstrated that 1) increased blood flow in the affected hemisphere seems to be a relatively common phenomenon in children with SWS, found in more than one-third of the present patient sample, especially in younger children; 2) WM hypoperfusion in the affected hemisphere is associated with a long history of epilepsy and more severe brain atrophy, suggesting a progressive deterioration of perfusion status over time, leading to brain tissue loss; and 3) a significant relationship exists between seizure frequency and severity of WM hypoperfusion, suggesting a link between low brain perfusion and chronic seizures in SWS. This is in contrast with the conventional notion that SWS pathology is mostly confined to gray matter or regions of anomalous venous drainage. Despite the relatively normal appearance on conventional MR imaging, our data show the importance of WM perfusion in structural changes and seizure severity. Meanwhile, we could not demonstrate that WM perfusion status was a robust predictor of cognitive functions or motor impairment. It should be noted, however, that most children in this study had relatively good cognitive functions, which made this statistical comparison less useful. Motor dysfunction is more likely related to localized abnormalities in WM regions encompassing motor pathways, as suggested by diffusion tensor imaging studies.6

The characteristic vascular malformation of SWS and its associated abnormalities have been well described in the literature and include a leptomeningeal angioma displacing normal superficial cortical veins, compensatory dilation of the deep venous system, ipsilateral choroid plexus hypertrophy, and subsequent development of atrophic and calcified cerebral cortex due to neuronal loss and astrogliosis.1,2,20-22 Al-

![Fig 2. A 2-year-old girl with normal cognitive development (IQ = 105) and no seizures. Contrast-enhanced T1WI (T1+C) shows leptomeningeal enhancement in the left occipital lobe. PWI demonstrates increased WM rCBF and rCBV (CBF-AI = 0.28, CBV-AI = 0.24) in the involved region (arrows).](www.ajnr.org)
though MR imaging signs of “accelerated myelination” have been described in infants with SWS,^23^ only a few recent MR imaging studies focused on the significance of WM pathology by using quantitative volumetry^2^ or water diffusion measurements.4,6 MR imaging studies of cerebral perfusion performed in small groups of SWS patients demonstrated mostly decreased perfusion in regions with meningeal enhancement^1,2,12; additional perfusion defects were seen in areas of deep venous abnormalities. Based on histologic studies, the cortical blood flow reduction was speculated to be secondary to the venous stasis and hypertension due to malformed cortical vessels as well as venous thrombosis.1,2,24,25 Nevertheless, a SPECT study found hyperperfused cortex in some infants with SWS even before their first seizures.7 A more recent MR imaging study also reported increased rCBF and rCBV of the affected cerebral tissue in 2 children with SWS and recent onset seizures.13 Possible causes of increased perfusion in their studies included altered hemodynamics due to recent seizures; however, the exact mechanism leading to blood flow increases remained unclear. In our study, children with relative hyperperfusion in the affected WM had no recent seizures but were slightly younger and had milder brain atrophy, whereas those with decreased perfusion had more advanced disease with long duration of epilepsy and atrophy. This suggests that hyperperfusion is an interictal phenomenon and may represent a relatively early stage of pathology, possibly indicating ongoing hypoxic injury. Increased CBF on PWI has been indeed reported in neonates with hypoxic-ischemic encephalopathy;26 changes involved in the WM in some cases and were hypothesized to represent ongoing injury in reperfusion areas with abnormal cerebral autoregulation. Transient increase of glucose metabolism, also described in young children with hypoxic damage (due to both SWS and perinatal hypoxia), may be a metabolic aspect of the same phenomenon, possibly indicating hypoxia-induced, glutamatergic excitotoxic injury leading to subsequent tissue loss and hypometabolism.27–31

Our previous study showed a significant negative correlation between hemispheric WM volume and age in children with SWS.3 Hypoxic injury due to impaired venous drainage of the affected hemisphere was considered as the putative mechanism causing early WM abnormalities.32 The present PWI study provides further evidence for WM injury at the perfusion level with relation to age as well as brain atrophy. Decreased blood flow in brain tissue corresponding to the vascular abnormalities over time may aggravate the extent of hypoxic injury leading to progressive neuronal death, astrogliosis, and atrophy. Because blood flow changes can occur before structural abnormalities in SWS,10,11 early perfusion abnormality may be a useful imaging marker to indicate imminent WM damage.

The results also have implications regarding the pathomechanism of seizures in SWS. The association of long duration of epilepsy and high seizure frequency with severe hypoperfusion suggests that chronic hypoperfusion and tissue hypoxia may play a role in seizure generation in SWS. In contrast, frequent seizures may contribute to brain ischemia and disease progression. The findings suggest that improved tissue perfusion may lead to better seizure control, whereas lower seizure frequency also may prevent progressive ischemic damage. Longitudinal studies could further elucidate the exact causative relationship between brain perfusion status and seizure severity in SWS.

Several methodologic issues should be considered when interpreting our data. First, perfusion measurements may be affected to some extent by brain atrophy and cortical calcification in the affected hemisphere. This effect was largely diminished by carefully placing multiple ROIs in WM regions, avoiding cortex (where calcification is most likely and artifacts from blood flow changes from overlying angioma may confound accurate perfusion measurements from brain tissue) and also large vessels, so that the measured data reflect tissue perfusion. Moreover, calculation of brain atrophy asymmetry (BA-AI) included both gray matter and WM volume. It remains to be determined whether perfusion abnormalities affect gray and WM volumes differentially. Also, our control group included adults, and we relied on asymmetry measurements to define abnormal decreases and increases in the affected hemisphere. This approach seems to be valid, because it does not rely on measurement of absolute perfusion values, which undergo nonlinear changes during childhood (an early increase during the first 2–3 years of life and a gradual decrease during adolescence).33,34

Conclusions

MR PWI of the affected cerebral WM indicates dynamic perfusion abnormalities in children with SWS: increased perfusion in mostly younger patients may represent a transient phenomenon, before severe brain atrophy occurs in the affected brain regions. Decreased perfusion is associated with high seizure frequency, long epilepsy duration, and brain atrophy, suggesting a detrimental effect of chronic seizures on brain structure and function. MR PWI is a helpful technique to quantitatively evaluate blood flow abnormalities at different stages of evolution of SWS.
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